


Initially created purely as a meme coin, in the hands of the current team the project
rapidly expanded to offer its own unique Community Platform allowing anyone to
become a project developer and run the business in a manner that suits their
individual style.

It enables Moonlips to power towards unlocking its unlimited potential by having its
own DeFi platform and gem identification features in pursuit of its long-term goals.

Introducing an official White Paper
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Introduction

In a world filled with countless meme/shitcoins, we at Moonlips bring you a safe, fair
and friendly community driven project on the popular Binance Smart Chain. We
offer plenty of unique features that are essential for our investors to have a feeling
of belonging. We provide you with the opportunity to get in early, join and become
part of a wider community on a journey to the moon! More details about why this
demands your attention are described below.

Most probably, many of you will have noticed hundreds or even thousands of
projects claiming themselves to be “community-driven” – why this is not true and
why MoonLips is a better option - is covered below. Make yourself comfortable,
grab a nice soothing drink of your choice and we will aim to clarify everything for
you.

Buckle up, this is a one way trip to the Moon and beyond…



The problem

As was already stated, there are tons of meme projects/tokens that in fact claim to
be valuable, community driven etc, while not having any objective proofs of that at
all. At Moonlips we firmly believe that investing just for fun – is not good enough and
not the sensible way to become rewarded financially.

We all know that the internet is full of scams, rug-pools and other harmful initiatives
that have a common goal – to fool as many people as possible, collect insane
profits quickly and disappear, then rinse and repeat all over again!

Many creators are looking at meme giants like Safemoon to try to mirror their
success story.
Moonlips is not a part of any of these, it is strongly about writing its own success
story and prove that it is possible - for the community as a whole - to be the
managers, leaders and core decision-makers when it comes to the project and
activities within it. Proving this to be the greatest way of running projects in a way
that has never been done before.



The solution

You might be wondering what do we offer? And what makes us different? Why should you be a part of
MoonLips? These are valid questions - understandable and logical - what is just as important is that we
have answers for you.

The core idea of the whole project, as you might have already realized is to bring each and every member of
the community closer to not only give them a voice to make decisions, but the power to act. First of all, all
the decisions related to the project development will be discussed in the public community chat groups with
maximum transparency and honesty – everyone will be heard. Everyone will be given specific powerful tools
allowing them to be a part of the team and make an impact – yes, accessible for every community member!!

Perceive yourselves as not passengers, but drivers, not of the spaceship - no, but of the whole legion of
spaceships moving towards the same target.

To make everything described above possible we offer a free-access platform and full guidance on how to
achieve our goals. More specifically, you will know how to create and manage your own website in the most
easy and efficient way, how to create and manage your social network profiles and how to run the project in
general. You will have access to all the tools/elements needed for this process including graphics, text and
more. All the files and guidance will be accessible in one click and shared to everyone.

Another question you might have is ‘why you need all of this’? Haha, we have read your mind and already
prepared an answer for this below!



MoonLips overview and background

What is MoonLips?

The first 100% community-driven project at its core. As you might already have guessed these
are not just empty words being dropped to simply grab your attention. Fundamentally the heart
of the project is the opportunity to allow anyone not only to be a part of the complex network,
but to become a developer of the network and owner of the infrastructure. Being not only a
meme token, but a place where you can achieve something more greater then buying and
holding coins for fun.

The story behind us

The story behind the current team members is unique! We came to the project as investors
having a common interest in seeking investment in meme coins. We saw a great potential in
MoonLips from the beginning – the majority of us invested on the level range of $25k to $40k
market capitalization. When we started, the project did not even have a website! Yet, all of us
saw the potential and had high hopes from the day one.



MoonLips overview and background

The original developer reassured everyone (nearly 100 members in the chat room) that the
website is under development and will be released very soon. Then suddenly he disappeared
– never to return! When it became obvious what had happened, the market cap dropped hard
to $5k and naturally huge losses occurred. Many people sold and left the chat and coin
behind.

And this was the point where we had 2 roads to chose from:

Sell with a 90% loss of initial investment, accept this and forget as one of the common things
in Binance Smart Chain and in cryptocurrency as a whole.
Try to turn this into some positive and show the true definition of “diamond hands”.



MoonLips overview and background

As you now know, we went up for option 2. Shortly after the dev left us we discovered an interesting 
message from him inside the contract:
“
*Submitted for verification at BscScan.com on 2021-05-08
*/
// #MoonLips
// MoonLips on BSC for all the APE that wanted cheap transfers and swaps!
// 7% tx Fees, 3% fee auto distribute to all holders and 4% fee auto add to the liquidity pool to locked forever 
when selling, 
// it's the best part of the #MoonLips idea, increasing the liquidity pool automatically.
/**

It's a community token, every holder should promote it, or create a group for it, 
if you want to pump your investment, you need to do your duty.

I make this #MoonLips to hand over to the community.
Create the community by yourself if you are interested.   
I suggest a telegram group name for you to create: https://t.me/MoonLipsBSC
I will burn liquidity LPs to burn addresses to lock the pool forever.
I will renounce the ownership to burn addresses to transfer #MoonLips to the community, make sure it's 

100% safe.
*/
“

Source: https://bscscan.com/address/0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25#code

https://bscscan.com/address/0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25


MoonLips overview and background

Pretty self-explanatory, isn’t it? Here was the moment where we realized the chance, the 
opportunity, and the huge potential available to us. As if by fate, we found each other – the 
crypto addicts and enthusiasts willing to team up and develop the project further. 

Have you ever thought of creating your own project and realizing that you lack necessary 
skills: coding, web-design, social networks management, marketing and might be many more 
other things? You might realize that its easier to deal with everything except coding the token. 

Well, that’s why we have taken the initiative – we have been left with the code – automated 
liquidity pool being locked forever, ownership renounced – BOOM!! 

ZERO chance of contract intervention and ZERO chance of scam. The rest is possible to 
handle.

Here is the time where we bring to the stage the Moonlips Community Platform – the key 
element that makes the project special – the idea that was born thanks to the developer at 
whom all of us were mad… such an irony… 



The community platform

Moonlips community platform is a special feature behind the project offering anyone to become a leader in 
this journey and ensuring the most efficient way of running and developing the business. 

The platform is a file-sharing service, where you will be able to find all the needed information, guides, as 
well as the ready-to-go tools allowing everyone to develop their own project on behalf of Moonlips. The point 
is to realize that we all obtain unlimited possibilities because we will be able to develop the project in 
parallel. We will have many community web-pages – each with its own unique features, many different 
community social network profiles – all this linked to the same token – MoonLips. Simple isn’t it?

Thus, the benefit is self-explanatory, everyone is free to obtain any number of tokens and be in charge of 
his/her own wealth-building and simultaneously contributing to community growth and prosperity. 

Surely this is the real definition of what “community-driven” means. This is the road to success that everyone 
one can drive on. 

To clarify, the information above gives us the right to claim ourselves as being the first project in the crypto 
world providing its members with these kinds of innovative and unique opportunities, which are unlimited in 
its nature and application.

Do not hesitate or delay, start developing your own Moonlips branch, let’s see how big we can become!



The token

The Moonlips token is deflationary by its nature. The characteristics are represented below:

Contract address: https://bscscan.com/token/0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25

Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 (one quadrillion)
Burnt on launch: 500,000,000,000,000 (five hundred trillion)

Automated liquidity pool (LP) locked forever: 
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x340952f98eb11180407b2d0c7314f37ac8a28c2631bd8fab5d4d346a7ab227c2

Ownership renounced: 
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x1b374ff400ff6e67584e230fcbed819645dd686660263a96a8823ac95e97b594

Chart 1: https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25
Chart 2: https://charts.bogged.finance/?token=0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25

Anti-whale system: maximum transaction (buy/sell) limit set to 5,000,000,000,000 (five trillion) tokens

Yield farming: 3% tax fee from each transaction is distributed among all holders.  You earn profit by just 
holding Moonlips and see how its amount and value increases in time

https://bscscan.com/token/0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x340952f98eb11180407b2d0c7314f37ac8a28c2631bd8fab5d4d346a7ab227c2
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x1b374ff400ff6e67584e230fcbed819645dd686660263a96a8823ac95e97b594
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25
https://charts.bogged.finance/?token=0xFC12Ec9FbD34c1C6138919C9df25b3f2b9445E25


Tokenomics

Tax fee: 7%

4% - automatically added to the liquidity pool (LP)

3% - distributed among all holders

The other special feature of Moonlips token is its automated 
liquidity pool which increases which each transaction.



Road-map

Phase I: LAUNCH!
1. Website creation
2. Whitepaper release
3. Website redesign
4. Marketing campaign
5. Smart contract audit
6. Coin Gecko and Coin Market Cap applications
7. Community platform launch
8. Exchanges listings

Phase II: PUSH!
1. Marketing campaign continuation
2. Moonlips community network expansion
3. Community exclusive events, contests, 

giveaways etc.
4. Exchange listings
5. Introducing new ideas, features for the 

project development

Phase III: Future
1. Moonlips community network expansion
2. Merch release
3. Partnership agreements
4. Exchange listings
5. Discovering further fields of development 

and new opportunities 



FAQ

What does deflationary mean?
A deflationary cryptocurrency, or any asset for that matter is one which reduces in supply over 
time – this is because tokens are burnt every time someone decides to sell. Unlike standard 
cryptocurrencies, deflation makes existing tokens even more valuable. Think of it like a bunch 
of limited edition gold coins, but over time lots of them get lost or destroyed. The people still 
holding onto theirs will have something that is rarer and more valuable, than when they bought 
it. 

In case of Moonlips the deflation lies in its 50% of total supply being burnt on launch.

What is stealth launch?
A stealth launch implies starting a project without mass advertising on release. This is done in 
order to help natural and organic growth in a project and enables steady and stable 
sustainable growth built up within projects making it impossible for them to get manipulated, 
inactive or die out fast.



FAQ

Is the coin safe?
The Moonlips token is 100% safe and totally eliminates any possibility of a scam or a “rug”. 
The ownership renouncing and liquidity being locked forever exclude any such possibilities.

What is LP burn?
Liquidity Pool burn means the liquidity has been locked forever.

Was there a pre-sale?
Moonlips did NOT hold a pre-sale, the token had a stealth launch instead to ensure maximum 
benefits for all members, especially the ones who joined us early.



FAQ

1. Download the TrustWallet app (iOS, Android) and save your recovery phrase.
2. Buy BNB (Smart Chain) through the app. Tap the “Buy” button near the top corner, then “Smart Chain” as the 4th one down.
3. Go to PancakeSwap within Trust Wallet. For iOS, enable web browsing. Tap “DApps”, browse to www.moonlipsofficial.com, 
and tap our “Buy now” link on the landing section of the website.
4. Switch chains and connect your wallet: Tap the Ethereum logo in the top corner to switch to “Smart Chain.” Then press
“Connect” and “TrustWallet”.
5. Set slippage by tapping the settings icon and write at least “11%” for slippage tolerance. Write how much Mooncoin you
wish to buy.
6. Now swap and confirm the transaction.

How to buy using TRUSTWALLET?

How to buy using METAMASK?
1. Download the MetaMask extension (Chrome, Firefox) and save your recovery phrase.
2. Buy BNB (Smart Chain) from Binance.com or Binance.US, and then withdraw it to MetaMask. Here’s a guide: 
https://bit.ly/3voSv8P
3. Go to PancakeSwap and connect your wallet. Press the “Buy now” button on the top section of our website. Then on 
Pancakeswap, tap “Connect” in the top corner, then “Metamask”.
4. Set slippage: Tap the settings icon and write at least “7%” for slippage tolerance. Write how much MoonLips you wish to 
buy.
5. Now swap and confirm the transaction.

You now have 👄MoonLips👄
How to Withdraw BNB on Binance.us to MetaMask for Bakeryswap
While installing Binance Chain on your metamask wallet is not all the hard, getting
your BNB off Binance.us and onto Metamask requires…



FAQ

Where to buy?
The easiest and fastest way to buy the token is by using PancakeSwap v2. click

How you can contribute to the project’s and your own success?
As a community-driven project we always look for even small contributions towards Moonlips. 
One of the highly-effective growth strategies has always been the ingenious “wheat and 
chessboard strategy”. This is a powerful method showing the efficiency of doubling a number 
each time! The simple strategy works when each member of the community introduces 
Moonlips to just 2 friends - which in turn do the same - by the 8th cycle there would be a total 
of 128 new people introduced (and potentially ready to join). This is only one of many possible 
strategies that are easy to follow and bring significant value allowing for growth and solid 
expansion.

Another way to contribute and bring solid impact is by becoming a “driver” of your own branch 
of Moonlips with a help of our Community Platform.

But, keep in mind, even by only holding Moonlips you are contributing to the community and 
the project development.



FAQ

How to become a member of the team?

Please visit the “vacancies” page on our website to explore opportunities to join our team. 
Additionally, please keep in mind that none of current members are paid for their time running 
Moonlips. But you are rewarded by investing in the coin and contributing to its growth, thus, 
building your own wealth and working for the benefit of yourself as well as the community as a 
whole.



The future outlook

Coming to our future plans, the team currently has two ideas in place: 

1) Defi platform with staking and farming possibilities.
2) Run a “Gem list” feature within one of the sections on our website.

The Defi platform - everything should be clear. 

The “Gem list” idea might not seem obvious to everyone. The idea behind this new concept is 
to give people an opportunity to identify gem tokens in their early stages (less than $50K 
market capitalization).

Everyone knows that entering joining a coin at such a low level has a highest chances of 
resulting in scam or a “rug-pool”. So, this is not easy to discover highly-secure low market cap 
coins. It comes with a high risk!

In order to be listed in our “Gem list” the project has to meet specific standards and 
requirements. Our team will be in charge of ensuring the safety and potential of the projects 
applying to get into the list – to prevent our community from being scammed!



The future outlook

Why it is beneficial for applicants?

Because:

A) We plan to run this service totally free-of-charge.
B) Gain access to new buyers – Moonlips community members.

Why it is beneficial for Moonlips?

Because given the fact that the project meets all the safety requirements we will build a strong 
reputation with the “brand”. We aim for x100 – x1000 profits together with all of our Moonlips 
family.

These are our long-term plans that will be achieved with proper support and contribution from 
our members. The team, in turn, will put their best efforts to establish the mentioned project 
and bring our ideas into reality!



Contact us:

Telegram
https://t.me/MoonLipsOfficial

Discord
https://discord.com/invite/zuuPRpkSrk

Twitter
https://twitter.com/MoonLipsCo

Website
https://www.moonlipsofficial.com

https://t.me/MoonLipsOfficial
https://discord.com/invite/zuuPRpkSrk
https://twitter.com/MoonLipsCo
https://www.moonlipsofficial.com/

